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N O T E S  F R O M  T H E  G E N E R A L  M A N A G E R

THE POWER OF  
HOPE AND OPTIMISM

In most countries and regions around
the world we find ourselves entering a
new phase of post-pandemic growth,
where the time for fear, worry, and
caution which have been holding us all
back, seem to now be a thing of the
past. Governments and some
businesses alike are for the most part,
starting to make moves in the right
direction at last, and we need to be
doing the same thing to be able to ride
on the crest of that post pandemic
wave.

I can understand why our Bomanite
Licensed Partners may until now have
been holding back. When a business
operates in a cautious manner and
holds back, they are holding out on
hope; but to be successful it needs to be
one or the other; you cannot be 

cautious and hopeful at the same time. I
ask you all to consider now that the time
is right to start moving forward once
again with optimism. Try to feel for
yourself…. OPTIMISM feels good –
CAUTION does not. It is a lot easier to
believe in your team, the industry, the
pedigree and history that being a
Bomanite licensee offers and the value
of your work; and to move forward with
hope and optimism. Some of you may
think of this as being unrealistic, but the
unrealistic part is the stop/start mixed
momentum and the aggravation that it
brings. We need to focus instead on
solutions, not problems; focus on
inspiration and new ideas -  progress
does after all, revolve around innovation
and insight; so let everyone now
commit to keep our momentum
moving ever forward! 

by John Dennis
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N O T E S  F R O M  T H E  G E N E R A L  M A N A G E R

I am pleased to announce that Chris
Sullivan will once again be working with
BIL as Sales Consultant in order to help
increase the business development efforts
aimed at growing the number of BIL
Licensees worldwide. Please do let us
know if you know of any potential leads for
any level of License. 😊

There is a new line up of informative and
helpful online forums that will be
announced shortly, if you have your own
ideas for such online forums please do pass
those along to us (those of you who
already did so, many thanks for that). We 

"It is a lot easier to believe in
your team, the industry, the

pedigree and history that being
a Bomanite licensee offers and
the value of your work; and to
move forward with hope and

optimism"

Lastly, if you anticipate needing any help of
any kind or support, please do reach out to
myself or Rommel.

We wish everyone a successful year filled
with many strong performances and
enjoyment along the way! 

also have exciting plans for arranging
attendance as a group at WOC next year in
Las Vegas for those interested to attend
that event, details for that will come out in
due course. To all of those who submitted
your various Projects for the BIL 2023
Awards, thank you very much, I am forever
encouraged by the various types and high
level of our applications 

 worldwide. We received many excellent
entries and the judging (75% by your
fellow Licensees for the first time) was very
close and the well deserving winners are
announced elsewhere in this Impressions
Newsletter. 
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Shanghai Road underground repairs include
pedestrian passage upgrades. After the
underpass renovation, the extremely childlike
concrete mosaic pavers with artistic lighting
design preserved the practicality of more trendy
taste. It decreases neighborhood traffic, eases
walking, and creates a public leisure place with
shops, food, and entertainment.

Fragrant Hill Park, a royal mountain and
woodland garden in Beijing's western
suburbs, covers 188 hectares of hazardous
terrain and rich foliage. Thus, protecting
northwest green tourism ecology is a
priority. Hence, to create a harmonious
landscape, architectural design should be
modest, dignified, and devoid of excess.

RETAINING WALL AND GARAGE
ENTRANCE AND FAÇADE

DECORATION
Beijing Orangestone Hardscape Co Ltd

The renovation of Beijing 751D-Park turns
the "Industrial Rust Belt" into a creative
space full of fashion elements by digging
into the deep connotation of industrial
heritage and turning the old abandoned
factories, plants, and facilities into a "City
Show Stage" with Exposed Aggregate
systems.

D-PARK BEIJING FASHION 
DESIGN PLAZA

Beijing Orangestone Hardscape Co Ltd

THE SHANGHAI ROAD UNDERPASS
ART CONCRETE PAVING 

Beijing Orangestone Hardscape Co Ltd
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The design of the project includes a
square with pebble wash, a stage with
colored concrete, and terrazzo seating. In
contrast to stamped concrete, the
construction of flat-colored concrete is
always problematic. It takes lots of work
to master the art of color management. 

THE MANOR CENTRAL 
PARK SQUARE

Bomanite Vietnam Company Limited

The completion of this stunning stamped
concrete structure in Hanoi, Vietnam,
came in surprisingly little time.With
construction taking place during the wet
season, pouring concrete and applying
sealer proved impossible. The team had to
move quickly during the short time of
daylight.

STARLAKE RESIDENTIAL
Bomanite Vietnam Company Limited

This spectacular stamped and broom-
finished concrete leads to the
breathtaking seas of Van Don Beach,
which is located in the province of Quang
Ninh in Vietnam. Especially when viewed
from above, the exquisite array of hues
that alternate with one another creates a
stunning scene.

NB01 ROAD - SONASEA
Bomanite Vietnam Company Limited

The pebble wash and terrazzo project that
was carried out in a sea observatory in
Hanoi, Vietnam, turned out to be quite
beautiful. The development in the
reclaimed area caused a great deal of
surface cracking and variations. However,
the genuine expertise of the highly
qualified employees overcame all of these
obstacles.

MARINA HARBOR
Bomanite Vietnam Company Limited
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The Sky Suites Tower is a 55-story luxury
building in Quezon City, Philippines It is a
polished concrete installation that mixes
both polishable overlay and regular
polished concrete finishes. The polished
concrete used Coquina color hardener and
was polished to a cream finish with
minimal sand and aggregate exposure.
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The Dragon Golf Course is located in the
Dragon Ocean Do Son International
Tourist Area of Hai Phong Province in
Vietnam, this 8,500 sqm project is a mix of
stamped concrete of 15cm and pebble
wash of 2 cm

DRAGON GOLF COURSE
Bomanite Vietnam Company Limited

This GFRC precast installation simulates
bamboo using a combination of
customized yellow-based color hardener
and stains to create the natural bamboo
finish covering most of the animal
enclosures, fences, and gates in Manila
Zoo, Philippines.

MANILA ZOO (GFRC)
Bomanite Southeast Asia

SKY SUITES TOWER
Bomanite Southeast Asia

Pradera Verde means Green Meadows in
Spanish. The Pradera Verde Theme Park
project design concept is a mix of past,
present, and future and blends local
Filipino culture, history, and geography. It
used 10 various imprinted patterns with a
mix of customized and standard Bomanite
patterns for the park development.

PRADERA
Bomanite Southeast Asia
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The wet season in Cavite, Philippines,
posed a difficulty to this gorgeous
stamped concrete installation. However,
the end result is a lovely boardwalk
pattern made up of four 1ft x 4ft panels
with an autumn brown hardener and a
light brown release agent.

GUANG MING COLLEGE
PAUL TROPICAL

This opulent development in Penang,
Malaysia, comprises two towers with 36
floors of condo units. Bomanite was
utilized in the hardscapes of all 46
corridor levels of the 2 towers, the
driveway, the garden gym on the ground
floor, and the swimming pool deck on
level 6.

3 RESIDENCE, PENANG
Bomanite Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Epoxy aggregate was utilized as part of the
"Atasehir Municipality's Pedestrian Road
Renovation Project," which covered an
area of 5500 square meters and was
designed to revitalize the stunning
walkways of Istanbul, Turkey.

ATAS EHIR
Bomanite Turkiye 

Following the successful completion of
the pool deck project in 2018, the sister
hotel of Gypsophila Hotel commissioned
Bomanite Turkey to once again install the
same exposed aggregate in their second
hotel located in Antalya.

ANTALYA GYPSOPHILA
CLUB MARINE 
Bomanite Turkiye 



This sophisticated swimming pool design
complements the high-end homes in Solo
Baru City, which is located in Central Java,
Indonesia. utilizing both terrazzo and
stamped concrete systems
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Over 30,000 square meters of pedestrian
and LRT station flooring in Jakarta's
capital city have been laid by Indocrete,
using Bomanite color hardener in
cobblestone gray and sheal gray to create
a beautiful aesthetic.

LRT PEDESTRIAN JAKARTA
 

Indocrete

A lovely city that has kept the Javanese
culture, Surakarta (today known as Solo
City) is home to the luxurious Colimadu
Housing An aesthetically pleasing
combination of vegetation, modern
minimalism, and polished concrete. This
mansion has a salt and pepper theme
throughout all of its levels.

LUXURY COLOMADU
HOUSING 

Indocrete

LUXURY POOL BAR NL  
 

Indocrete

Cobblestone pattern, Montecarlo Color
Hardener, and Shale Gray Release agent
were employed in this stamped concrete
project in affluent Malang City. The end
result is a combination of practicality and
beauty.

GATE LUXURY HOUSING
Indocrete
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Cap Karoso is an Indonesian luxury hotel
project. Indocrete decorates the bedroom,
courtyard, beach view, organic gardens,
and hotel restaurant in traditional Sumba
style with wood and string chairs, bamboo
lights, and concrete polish.

This industrial design used concrete,
terrazzo, and wood. The hotel's polished
concrete floors, rooms, hallways, and pool
area match the theme of natural concrete,
and the embellishments on the floors and
walls are attractive.

LUXURY NATA AZANA HOTEL
Indocrete

LUXURY RESORT KAROSO SAMBA
ISLAND 
Indocrete

QUITO DENTAL CLINIC 
Bomanite Ecuador

PROJECT #2
Bomanite Ecuador

This chic microcement installation spans
1,200 square meters located in a dental
office in Quito, Ecuador's bustling
metropolis. It has a thick gray bottom, a
gray microcement, and a glossy
polyurethane sealer in addition to a
fiberglass mesh.

This stamped concrete project was
developed in Amaguaña, a sector of many
haciendas located in the region of
Pichincha, Ecuador. The application was
done with a square stone mold, gray
hardener color, dark gray release agent,
and polyurethane sealer.



 
 URBAN REGENERATION

Bomanite Ecuador

WELL DONE! ! !

FOR YOUR CRAFTMANSHIP,  
CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION

CONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONS  
TO ALLTO ALL     

NOMINEESNOMINEES
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A striking 4,000 square meters of stamped
concrete with paprika-colored quartz, clay
tile release agent, and glossy polyurethane
sealer stamping thick joints in gray was
installed in the province of Morona
Santiago in Ecuador.



This stunning concrete mosaic paver in Dalian, Liaoning Province, is the first of its
kind. Curves clash in blue-purple. Sand-washing art pavers and concrete mosaic art
pavers are colorful, anti-slip, durable, and complement the city's maritime theme.It
decreases neighborhood traffic, eases walking, and creates a public leisure place with
shops, food, and entertainment.

Shanghai Road underground repairs include pedestrian passage upgrades. After the
underpass renovation, the incredibly childish concrete mosaic pavers with beautiful
lighting design kept the practicality of more modern taste.
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THE SHANGHAI ROAD UNDERPASS 
ART CONCRETE PAVING 

   1ST PLACE GOLD AWARD 

Beijing Orangestone Hardscape Co Ltd



3 RESIDENCE,
PENANG

2ND PLACE 
SILVER AWARD

Bomanite Malaysia Sdn Bhd

MANILA ZOO (GFRC)

3RD PLACE 
BRONZE AWARD

Bomanite Southeast Asia

The 3-Residence is
located south of Penang

Island and consists of
upscale condominiums,
residential properties,
and a 2.3-kilometer

promenade. Bomanite
was utilized in the

hardscapes of all 46
corridor levels, as well as

the driveway, garden
gym, and swimming pool
deck of the two towers.

Most of the animal
enclosures, fences, and
gates at the Manila Zoo,
Philippines, are made of
GFRC precast, with a
natural bamboo finish
achieved through the use
of silicon molds and
casted natural bamboo,
along with a combination
of custom yellow-based
color hardener and stains.



URBAN
REGENERATION

NEW COMER
AWARD

Bomanite Ecuador

ATAS EHIR
W O W  A W A R D

Bomanite Turkiye 

Located in Istanbul, Turkey,
the Atasehir Municipality's
pedestrian road renovation

project resulted in a
beautiful installation of
5,5500 square meters of
epoxy aggregate despite

the challenges of the winter
season and the accidents of
street animals and people
strolling into set concrete. 

 


